The Void Fabric Study of Sand Based on Image Processing Technology
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Abstract—Sand is the discrete particle material in meso level and irregular distribution of sand void space is showed anisotropy. The reasonable description of this feature is important to study on sand strength and deformation mechanism, and the anisotropy of pore space is studied by using the directional distribution equation of the pore in this paper. Having the meso-experiment with the collected Aeolian sand which is from Tengger Desert, and performing image processing technology to the collected scanning electron microscope(SEM) image of samples to make it become binary image with clear boundary and particles separation. In order to extract the pore information in different directions from the binary image and calculate the pore distribution, we write Matlab image analysis program for directional distribution equation of the pore. We have proved that the Aeolian sand has obvious anisotropy of pore through the image analysis of the Tengger Desert samples.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The local strain of soil body is a main cause of instability and progressive failure in geotechnical materials. The fabric model established through the combination of the microstructure and macroscopic stress of soil body can explain not only the macro-mechanical properties of soil body, but also the meso-principles of the soil mass structure in changes. With the rapid development of computer technology, digital image processing and analysis technology[1-3] have gradually become common tools for scholars to study mesomechanics of soil. Khalid[4] and Oda[5] make samples by using the mixed liquor of epoxy resin, observes with SEM, and collects pictures to analyze porosity distributions so as to study the anisotropy of sandy soil. Al-Shibli[6] puts forward a method to extract the porosity distributions in direction from images with the sample cutting method by using the image processing technology.

The main research objective of this paper is to put forward a simple and available meso-cracking distribution based sandy soil meso-fabric quantitative analysis method with the image processing and analysis technology through the combination of theories and experimental research, and further to carry out deeper research on anisotropy of sandy soil.

II. THEORETICAL DESCRIPTION OF PORE FABRIC OF SAND SOIL

The porosity direction distribution equation is shown as:

\[ N(n_m, \theta_m) = n_m (1 + N_{ij} n_i n_j) \]  

(1)

Where \( n_m \) refers to the average porosity; \( \theta_m \) refers to the direction of the pore; \( N_{ij} \) refers to second order porosity fabric tensor; \( n_i = \cos \theta_m \), \( n_j = \sin \theta_m \); Below the two-dimensional plane, the fabric tensor \( N_{ij} \) can be represented as:

\[
N_{ij} = \begin{bmatrix}
A_2 & B_2 \\
B_2 & -A_2
\end{bmatrix}
\]  

(2)

\[
n_m = \sum_{m=0}^{N-1} \frac{L_L(\theta_m)}{N}
\]  

(3)

\[
A_2 = \frac{\sum_{m=0}^{N-1} L_L(\theta_m) \cos(2\pi m / N)}{\sum_{m=0}^{N-1} L_L(\theta_m) \sin(2\pi m / N)}
\]  

(4)

\[
B_2 = \frac{\sum_{m=0}^{N-1} L_L(\theta_m) \sin(2\pi m / N)}{\sum_{m=0}^{N-1} L_L(\theta_m) \sin(2\pi m / N)}
\]

\( L_L(\theta_m) \) represents the proportion of the test line occupied by pores, which can be obtained by AND operation of the test line and the binary image of the sample. When all the angles are obtained in \( L_L(\theta_m) \), we can obtain \( n_m, A_2, B_2 \) through (3) and (4), where \( A_2 \) and \( B_2 \) represent the degree of anisotropy of pore direction distribution. Finally, we can calculate the directional distribution of porosity \( N(n_m, \theta_m) \) from (1) and use it to quantitatively study the anisotropy of granular materials.

III. IMAGE ACQUISITION AND PROCESSING

A. Image Acquisition

The shooting of SEM image taken from the appearance of the sample is shown as the Figure I, and on the sample surface,
In this research, the images of the samples are only taken horizontally and vertically. As the volume of the sand particles is larger, overamplification will cause only one or two particles in the image taken and make it incapable to carry out porosity direction distribution. The amplification times adopted in this paper is 150 (See Figure II).

**B. Image Pre-processing**

1) **Histogram equalization:**

Histogram equalization refers to transfer the pixels of excessive concentration in some gray values in the images into those of average distribution, that is, all gray values of the pixels in the images should be within the gray level of 256 to heighten the luminance contrast[7].

2) **Median filtering:**

By observing the following figure (b), we can discover that there are textures different in brightness on the particle surface while some pixels in the black porosity background are mistaken as the white target points. As the total number of the interference points emerging in the image is not too much, this paper uses the method of median filtering to eliminate the catastrophe points in the image.

3) **Image segmentation:**

Image segmentation refers to set all gray values of pixels in the gray level images to be 0 or 1 to cause only two colors of black and white in all pixels. Generally speaking, the gray level images are changed into the binary images through the selection of threshold value. There are many methods to select from the threshold values such as double wave crests method and OTSU[8], etc. This paper adopts OTSU.

The principle of OTSU is to determine the threshold value T and classify the pixels into two areas: target area and background area. The variance between the two areas is calculated, and the differences between the two are the biggest when the variance reach its maximum and threshold value is optimal. This method is an automatic threshold selection method, time-saving with a more accurate value. The segmentation results are shown as figure (c) when the threshold value is 135 (See Figure III).

**IV. POROSITY DIRECTION INFORMATION EXTRACTION**

A. **The Image Analysis Method for Porosity Information Extraction**

Draw pictures of test lines of different angles, carry out AND operation of the test lines and the sample binary image to obtain the porosity of each test line in direction \( \theta \), and substitute \( L_2(\theta_n) \) into (3) and (4) to calculate the average porosity \( n_{m} \) and the two-dimensional tensor \( N_{ij} \). (See Figure IV)

**FIGURE IV. THE IMAGE OF PORE RATIO**
B. Mesoscale Experiment Analysis of the Sand Sample from Tengger Desert

The sample 1 and sample 2 are selected from Tengger Desert in this paper, and same method is adopted for sampling, cutting and surface processing. The intersection of the test lines and the sample images is obtained to extract porosity information of sand sample in different directions. The porosity distribution data obtained directly through the extraction from the test lines is trial value which is substituted into the traditional formula and then the data obtained is value of simulation. Under the polar coordinate system, the porosity direction distribution map of the samples is drawn.

The display of the analysis results of the sand sample from Tengger Desert is shown as (See Figure V–Figure VIII):

![Sample 1 Vertical Image and Directional Distribution Chart of Pore on Vertical](image1)

![Sample 1 Horizontal Image and Directional Distribution Chart of Pore on Level](image2)

![Sample 2 Vertical Image and Directional Distribution Chart of Pore on Vertical](image3)

![Sample 2 Horizontal Image and Directional Distribution Chart of Pore on Level](image4)

V. Conclusion

Through observation of the porosity direction distribution maps of the two samples, it is discovered that the two samples are different from each other in their porosity distribution vertically and horizontally, close to be oval in their porosity direction distribution curves. In addition, in term of a same sample, there are small differences between the vertical porosity direction distribution and the horizontal porosity direction distribution. That sufficiently proves the sand from Tengger Desert is of anisotropic diffusion in its meso-structure of arrangement through natural sediments and it locates in different places in the desert. Different sediments will cause different anisotropy. As sand has anisotropy in its meso-structure, it is easier for the sand body to generate strains in the predominant direction of porosity distribution when it is under stress, which further causes such phenomena as slippage between soil layers, structural failure and so on.
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